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Abstract

In this article, we focus on the cooperative multi-user network model and propose a relay-assisted partial packet
recovery scheme in which asynchronous interleave-division multiple-access (IDMA) with iterative chip-by-chip
multiuser detection (MUD) is used for the recovery of partial packets from multiple sources. In packet transmission,
only a few erroneous bits may cause the entire packet to be discarded and partial packet recovery can reduce
waste in resource by retransmitting only the bits that are unreliable, As the retransmitted partial packets for
different sources can be of different lengths, IDMA is particularly suitable because of the simplicity of chip-by-chip
MUD and because there is no need for strict synchronization. Our detailed scheme, which includes a feedback
request strategy for indicating the unreliable bits, is presented and its performance is investigated. The simulation
results show that the network throughput can be significantly improved by the proposed scheme, compared to
traditional CDMA-based automatic repeat request (ARQ). Moreover, under the context of cognitive radio networks,
we propose a hybrid strategy in which interleave division multiplexing (IDM) is used during whole-packet
retransmission, and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme with and without the hybrid strategy
as well as give insights about the throughput performance under different parameter settings.

1. Introduction
Direct-sequence code division multiple access (DS-
CDMA) wireless networks are widely deployed today,
such as IEEE 802.11b in [1]. At the link layer of such
networks, the automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocol
is often used to ensure reliable packet delivery, with cyc-
lic redundancy check (CRC) to detect whether the
received packet has errors. If any error is detected by
CRC, the packet is discarded and retransmission is
requested by the receiver. ARQ with a limit on the max-
imum number of retransmissions, called truncated ARQ,
is used to limit the delay and buffer size [2]. In trun-
cated ARQ, if a packet still has errors after being
retransmitted for the defined maximum number of
times, the packet will be discarded and a packet loss is
announced. ARQ and truncated ARQ reduce the packet
error rate (PER) at the expense of retransmissions.
Recently, a partial packet recovery scheme [3] is pro-

posed for throughput improvement. In the traditional
ARQ scheme, the entire packet is retransmitted even

when only a portion of the packet has errors. The basic
idea behind partial packet recovery is to retransmit only
the unreliable bits if a received packet fails CRC. The
case described as follows can be challenges for the exist-
ing partial packet recovery scheme: a wireless network
that is under heavy load may have to handle more than
one corrupted packet at the same time slot. An example
of this scenario is when CSMA and RTS/CTS fail to
avoid the collision between two source packets.a If both
source packets are intending for the same destination,
the receiver at the destination will be required to handle
the partial packet recovery for more than one packet at
the same time. Hence, more than one packet need to
recover at the destination in the partial packet recovery
scheme. To this end, we propose to use IDMA as a par-
tial packet recovery method, which can recover the mul-
tiple erroneous packets simultaneously.
On the other hand, cooperative transmission techni-

ques can provide diversity gains through relays in the
fading wireless channel [4-6]. This diversity gain is
achieved by transmitting the source signal on multiple
uncorrelated links through different relays towards the
destination, and then combining the received signals for
detection at the destination. In such a way, cooperative
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communication allows a source node with a single
antenna to share the antennas of other nodes, resulting
in a form of virtual multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) system. Cooperative protocols include schemes
such as decode-and-forward (DF) and amplify-and-for-
ward (AF) [4-6]. In [7], a cooperative packet recovery
scheme is proposed. It requires retransmission of the
entire packet, and combines confidence information
across multiple copies of a packet from the multiple
access points that are connected by wired Ethernet. In
fact, this is equivalent to a multiple antenna receiver
scheme without the assistance of relay. In [8], a trun-
cated cooperative ARQ scheme with relay-assistance is
proposed in which the source and multiple relays use an
orthogonal space-time block code (STBC) to retransmit
an entire packet. But this scheme requires close syn-
chronization of the source and the relays for STBC to
work, and coordinating different transmitters in the
wireless network can be difficult.
Interleave-division multiple-access (IDMA) [9] has the

advantage that it can work without synchronization
among the source and the relays, and it provides a good
interference cancellation performance. Moreover, the
multi-user detection (MUD) in IDMA has a linear com-
plexity, implying a lower cost than the MMSE-based
MUD that has polynomial complexity in CDMA
[10-12]. In [13], a scenario is described in which multi-
ple source-destination pairs are assisted by multiple
common relays based on IDMA. The study in [13]
shows that IDMA relays at different locations can pro-
vide different diversity gains for the multiple source-des-
tination pairs. In our scheme, the proposed IDMA-based
partial packet recovery integrates the cooperative trans-
mission technique by our relay-assisted retransmission
protocol. The proposed scheme inherits the advantage
that IDMA MUD has the low complexity.
Cooperative communications could be particularly

attractive in cognitive radio networks where secondary
users are allowed to utilize the spectrum if the spectrum
is not occupied by the primary users [14-16]. Hence,
secondary users may be able to obtain more transmis-
sion opportunities by assisting the primary users to
complete their transmissions as quickly as possible
[17,18]. Incentive mechanisms can be used to encourage
secondary users to serve as cooperative relays [19]. In
[20], a cooperative ARQ scheme based on an auction
mechanism to select the best secondary users as a pri-
mary user’s relays is proposed for cognitive radio net-
works. In this scheme, the secondary users help a
primary user to retransmit on the condition that the pri-
mary user reimburses them with parts of the retransmis-
sion time slots in return, making it a major concern to
the secondary users how they may obtain as many trans-
mission time slots as possible. We call the above

tradeoff case as utility issue of secondary user coopera-
tion. As we know, different from the general cooperative
transmission scheme, the cooperative transmission
scheme in cognitive radio networks scenario is necessary
to consider utility issue of secondary user cooperation.
In this article, to address the utility issue, we propose a
hybrid strategy and reveal applicability of the proposed
partial packet recovery scheme to cognitive radio net-
works. In the proposed hybrid strategy, interleave divi-
sion multiplexing (IDM) [21,22], a generalization of
IDMA, is a spectral efficient scheme for the secondary
users to gain more transmission time slots. IDM can be
easily applied into our scheme for enhancing the
throughput.
The contributions in this article are as follows:
1) We propose to apply the principle of IDMA as a

novel partial packet recovery method. Our scheme takes
advantages of IDMA, which has low-complexity MUD
and has the good performance on multiple access inter-
ference (MAI) cancellation, for recovering multiple erro-
neous packets simultaneously. In addition, the
asynchronous property of iterative chip-by-chip MUD
mechanism in our proposed IDMA scheme enables the
receiver to extract the multiple partial packets of differ-
ent sizes in the case of multiple partial packets recovery.
Different from the reliability-based hybrid ARQ scheme
proposed in [23,24], our scheme does not need to take
any channel coding scheme into consideration except
the repetition code which is the inevitable component
integrated with interleavers in the IDMA transmitter,
and requires the retransmission of only the unreliable
bits instead of the coded redundancy information.
Unlike the sub-packet scheme proposed in [25], in our
scheme, the data packet does not have to be divided
into sub-packets and does not have to be encoded by a
group of encoders at the transmitter for sub-packet
retransmission implementation. In addition, the number
of sub-packets has to be determined beforehand in the
scheme proposed in [25]. Our scheme does not require
that the size of the retransmitted partial packet be deter-
mined in advance. Rather, the size of the retransmitted
partial packet can be dynamically determined according
to the received packet’s bit error level in each retrans-
mission. The simulation results show that the proposed
scheme outperforms the traditional ARQ.
2) We combine cooperative retransmission technique

with IDMA-based partial packet recovery so that diver-
sity gains can be achieved while interference among
multiple received partial packets can be canceled. The
proposed scheme relaxes the synchronization require-
ment of existing relay-assisted STBC retransmission
scheme [8].
3) We revised the cost-based evaluation method, pro-

posed in [3], to determine the best feedback request
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strategy. Unlike the method in [3], our method does not
require the calculation and storage of the cost of each
possible packet chunking. Our method saves effort by
using a top-down approach.
4) We give insights about the applicability of the pro-

posed scheme in the cooperative cognitive radio net-
work context. In our scheme, secondary users perform
cooperative retransmissions as relays. To address the
utility issue, a hybrid strategy is proposed, in which
when it is decided that the whole packet should be
retransmitted under partial packet recovery, secondary
users may use IDM to shorten the time required for
retransmissions so as to give themselves greater oppor-
tunities to make use of the spectrum. The throughput
can be enhanced by only increasing the transmit power
during whole-packet retransmissions.
This article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we

introduce the system model. In Section 3, we present
the proposed IDMA-based partial-packet-recovery
scheme. Applicability of the proposed scheme to cogni-
tive radio networks is discussed in Section 4. In Section
5, we show the simulation results. In Section 6, we pro-
vide a conclusion to this article.

2. System model
Assume that we have K sources, one destination and U
relay nodes at different locations in a wireless communi-
cation network. Here we do not attempt to propose a
new relay selection scheme, and hence we assume that
the best relay for each source is known via some means.
An example of efficient relay selection algorithm can be
found in [20]. Also, for simplicity of illustration, we
assume that each source has a distinct best relay. That
is, there are K best relays selected from U relay candi-
dates for assisting the recovery of erroneous packets
from the K sources. These relays have no error in
decoding the packets from the sources, as achieved by
CRC at the relays’ receivers. If a relay receives the pack-
ets which cannot pass the CRC check, this relay will not
become a candidate selected for cooperative retransmis-
sion. Figure 1 shows a linear network model with one
destination D, K = 2 sources (labeled Sk, k = 1, 2), and
U = 2 relays (labeled Ru, u = 1, 2). The roles of all
nodes are assumed fixed in the network. Each node
works in a half-duplex mode, and it is assumed in our
analysis that BPSK is used for modulation. Also, we

assume that DS-CDMA, which is the most commonly
used technique in real wireless networks today, is used
in the initial transmission (called Phase I below) from
sources to destination. Subsequently, if retransmissions
are required, the relays will use IDMA-based partial
packet scheme to retransmit partial packets to the desti-
nation on behalf of the sources. The proposed scheme
does not require, but also does not preclude, changes in
the modulation (e.g., BPSK) and spectrum sharing (e.g.,
DS-CDMA) techniques used for the initial transmission.
We further assume that the feedback channel is
assumed to be error-free. This same assumption is made
in [25]. The efficient timing and channel estimation
methods for our system can be found in [26-28].
The proposed protocol operates in three phases -

Phase I, II, III. The whole protocol is summarized in
Table 1. As we can see, the proposed IDMA-based par-
tial packet recovery is activated only if the one or more
received packets fail CRC. The signal model is given in
detail as follows. In Phase I, multiple sources send their
information packets to destination D. The relays listen
and each stores the information from the source that it
is assisting. The received signal at destination D and
relay Ru can be represented respectively as:

YI
D =

K∑
k=1

√
HSkDPSkXSk +NI

D, (1)

and

YI
Ru =

√
HSkRuPSkXSk +NI

Ru, (2)

where HSkD and HSkRu are the channel gains from
source Sk to destination D and from source Sk to relay
Ru, respectively. PSk denotes the transmit power to desti-
nation D from source Sk. NI

D and NI
Ru represent the

noise levels at the destination and relay u, respectively.
XSk is the unit-power CDMA signal transmitted by Sk.
In Phase II, the destination checks the correctness of

the received packets by CRC. If any received packet has
any error, the destination requests retransmissions;
otherwise, the system goes back to Phase I and any
source node that has packets to send will send its next
packet. Details on Phase II will be described in Section
3. In Phase III, if one or more retransmissions are
requested by the destination, the retransmissions will be
handled by the relays based on partial packets and

Figure 1 Relay-assisted partial packet recovery network model. The solid lines denote the data transmission between nodes, and the
dashed lines denote the feedback requests from destination for retransmission. To assist S1 and S2, R1 and R2 are the relays to respond to the
feedback request.
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IDMA, and the received signal at the destination in this
phase is given by:

YIII
D =

K∑
u=1

√
HRuDPRuXRu +NIII

D . (3)

We assume that the received signal is a function of
discrete time instances j; that is,
YIII
D = {yIIID (j), j = 1, 2, . . . ,max[I(u)]}, where I(u) denotes

the length of the partial packet transmitted by relay Ru.
Also, the signal transmitted by relay Ru is XRu = {xRu(j -
du), j - du = 1, 2, . . . , I(u)}, which is the unit-power sig-
nal generated by the IDMA transmitter at relay Ru,
where {du, u = 1, 2, . . . , K} denotes the delay variables
for different partial packets. HRuD is the channel gain
from relay Ru to destination D, PRu is the transmit
power at Ru, and NIII

D is the noise level at D.
NIII

D = {nIIID (j)} follows a Gaussian distribution with var-
iance s2.
Figure 2a shows the structure of the CDMA receiver at

the destination, which is equipped with an IDMA partial
recovery module. In Figure 2a, output from the demodula-
tion unit includes the hard decoding bits and the soft bits.
The soft bits, which will be described in Section 3, we can
provide information about the confidence level of each bit.
The “unreliable bits detection (UBD)” block uses the confi-
dence information to detect unreliable bits in the received
packet. The destination then feeds back a retransmission
request for the unreliable bits in each received packet to
an appropriate relay. This retransmission request informa-
tion, denoted by a list of indices of bits Rlist, also input into
the “unreliable bits repair” block. In Figure 2a, multiple
partial packets (shown as S1, S2, . . .) which may have dif-
ferent sizes are retransmitted by different relays and
received by the partial packet receiver at destination D,
which utilizes an iterative chip-by-chip multiuser detection
(MUD) to separate them. The outputs of the partial packet
receiver are the multiple partial packets after hard decod-
ing. These partial packets will be input to the unreliable
bits repair block. The function of unreliable bits repair
block is just to replace the unreliable bits, indexed by Rlist,
in the original transmissions with the input of partial pack-
ets. Finally, the repaired packets are checked by CRC. Let
nr denote the counter of retransmission. Nretx denotes the
maximum number of retransmission. For each retransmis-
sion, nr is incremented by 1. If nr = Nretx, or if nr < Nretx

and no any erroneous bit is detected by CRC, the multiple
partial packets recovery are completed. If nr < Nretx and a
packet fails CRC, the “CRC” block indicates the “UBD”
block to put a NACK message in the feedback request for
the next retransmission. Figure 2b shows the structure of
IDMA-based partial packet receiver. The principle of
IDMA-based partial packet receiver will be detailedly pre-
sented in Section 3.
In the rest of this section, we give a brief review on

IDMA iterative chip-by-chip MUD [10]. Let the received
signal from K users at the IDMA iterative chip-by-chip
MUD receiver be represent by:

r(j) =
K∑
k=1

cksk(j) + nIDMA(j), j = 1, 2, . . . , J, (4)

where ck is user Sk’s channel coefficient and {sk(j)} is
user Sk’s IDMA transmitted signal, which is generated
by first coded user Sk’s data with a repetition code and
then random interleaving of the resulted chip sequence.
J denotes the frame length and nIDMA(j) is the additive
white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance s2.
We can rewrite (4) as r(j) = cksk(j) + hk(j), where
ηk(j) =

∑
k′ �=k ck′ sk′(j) + nIDMA(j) and represents the MAI.

The IDMA MUD can be performed in a chip-by-chip
way because the random interleaver is used. According
to the central limit theorem, {hk(j)} approximately fol-
lows a Gaussian distribution. The IDMA chip-by-chip
MUD [10] is stated as follows: At first, IDMA MUD cal-
culates the chip-level log-likelihood ratio (LLR) about {sk
(j)}. We denote this LLR as LLR(sk(j)), which is given by:

LLR(sk(j)) =
2ck{r(j) − E[ηk(j)]}

Var[ηk(j)]
, (5)

where E(ηk(j)) =
∑K

k′=1,k′ �=k ck′E[sk′(j)],

Var(ηk(j)) =
∑K

k′=1,k′ �=k |ck′ |2Var[sk′(j)] + σ 2.{E(ηk(j))} and

{Var(hk(j))} give us the estimated statistic characteristics
of the interference. After deinterleaving, the set of chip-
level LLR values {LLR[sk(j)]} produces the bit-level LLR
by the decoder of repetition code. The bit-level LLRs
can provide MUD the a priori information, which is
used to update the chip-level mean and variance in
MUD. Then, MUD utilizes a better statistic to refine the
chip-level LLR estimation in the following iteration
[10,12]. We would like to point out the differences

Table 1 IDMA-based cooperative partial-packet-recovery protocols.

Phase I The sources send packets to the destination, the relays can listen the transmission between the sources and destination.

Phase II The destination checks whether the received packets have an error or not.
If the error is detected, the destination feeds back a retransmission request message. Otherwise, the destination broadcasts an ACK
message, and the system goes back to Phase I.

Phase
III

If a request message is feeded back by the destination, the relay performs the partial packet retransmission with IDMA. If no error go to
Phase I; otherwise keep the partial packet retransmission in Phase III until the maximum number of retransmission is reached.
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between IDMA and CDMA as follows: IDMA uses dif-
ferent interleavers to separate different users which all
use the same repetition code; CDMA uses different
spreading sequences to separate different users. In fact,
IDMA can be viewed as a special form of CDMA if the
repetition code is viewed as a spreading spectrum.

3. Partial packet recovery with IDMA method
In our scheme, the UBD is first used to find which parts
of the received packet have high error possibility in
decoding. Then, according to the UBD result, a feedback
request strategy is decided by the proposed recursive
algorithm based on evaluation of the retransmission
cost. Finally, the proposed IDMA method is used by the
relays to achieve relay-assisted multiple partial packets
recovery. The proposed IDMA-based partial-packet-
recovery scheme is presented in detail as follows.

3.1. Unreliable bits detection (UBD)
For ease of discussion, we define a soft bit as a real
number within [-1,1]. The concept of soft bits in our
scheme is similar to that of soft decoding, described in

[3,7]. The absolute value of a soft bit indicates the confi-
dence of decoding. The confidence value is a metric that
measures the reliability in the correctness of the
decoded bit. In [3,7], the confidence is calculated as the
Hamming distance of the CDMA codeword for a bit. In
our proposed scheme, we calculate the confidence value
as a Euclidean distance. In partial packet recovery, the
confidence value is forwarded up to the link layer for
retransmission.
We give the mathematical expression of soft bits and

confidence value as follows. Assume that the received
signal {y} is modeled by: y(j) = hx(j) + n(j), j = 1, 2, . . . ,
L, where x(j) is the CDMA transmitted signal, n(j)
denotes the thermal noise, h is the channel coefficient.
Let the transmitted BPSK symbol represented by d(i) Î
{-1, +1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , W. d(i) is spread by a spreading
sequence v with the length of V. The spreading process
is given as: d(i)v ® x(j), L = W × V. Let c(i) denotes the
output from demodulation without hard decision. To
illustrate the concept, we take the first soft bit c(1) as an
example. After the despreading and demodulation in

Figure 2, the first soft bit is given by c(1) =
∑V

j=1 v(j)y(j)
V

,

(a)

(b)

Figure 2 The structure of receiver. (a) CDMA receiver with IDMA partial-packet-recovery module. (b) The structure of partial packet recovery
receiver. Rlist denotes the list of bits required to be retransmitted. Nretx denotes the maximum number of retransmission. nr denotes the counter
of retransmission. For each retransmission, nr is incremented by 1. π and π-1 the interleaver and deinterleaver, respectively. DEC denotes the
decoder of repetition code.
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where the numerator is the summation over all chips
related to the first BPSK symbol, and the denominator
V is for normalization. In this example, the confidence
value of the first bit can be obtained by:

|c(1)| = |
∑V

j=1 v(j)y(j)
V |.

Let T denotes a preset threshold. If a bit has a confi-
dence value, |c| > T, this bit is labeled as a good bit.
Otherwise, this bit is labeled as a bad (unreliable) bit,
and will be included in the retransmission request. As
an example, a 16-bit packet with UBD is illustrated in
Figure 3. The confidence value of each bit in the packet
is obtained by the soft bit, which is the output from the
demodulation in the physical layer. The UBD can be
implemented in the link layer as suggested in [3], and
the confidence information is conveyed from the physi-
cal layer to the link layer. In Figure 3, the indexes of
bits with the confidence values lower than the threshold
are 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 13, 14, and 16. Only these unreliable
bits are requested to be retransmitted.

3.2. Recursive algorithm of feedback request strategy
Different from simple ACK/NACK ARQ, partial-packet-
recovery requires feedback of the indexes information of
the unreliable bits. If the amount of the index informa-
tion is large, the cost of the feedback request is large
and the overall throughput performance can be
degraded. Hence, the feedback request strategy needs to
be designed carefully. We modify the cost-based
method, which is originally proposed in [3], to design a
recursive algorithm. Different from the method pro-
posed in [3], our method does not use a bottom-up
approach and does not calculate the cost of every possi-
ble packet chunking. The flow chart of our proposed
algorithm is shown in Figure 4. First, the unreliable bits
in a decoded packet are detected and the indexes of the
unreliable bits are obtained. Let the set A = m, . . . , n’, .
. . m’, . . . , n denotes an ordered index set (i.e., m < n’
< m’ < n) of a group of unreliable bits. Assume a packet
has L bits, then each index requires log2L bits. The cost
of retransmitting the entire block which contains all bits
from the mth position to the nth position in a packet is
given by:

CI = 2log2L + n − m + 1, (6)

which includes the starting and ending index of the
block and n - m + 1 retransmitted bits. Similarly, the

cost of dividing the entire block into two sub-block is
obtained by:

CII = 2log2L + n′ − m + 1 + 2log2L + n − m′ + 1, (7)

where m’ and n’ are the new starting index and the
new ending index for division from a block into two
sub-blocks, respectively. We use the following criterion
to select the m’ and n’ in a block:

max(m′ − n′ − 1), s.t. m′,n′ ∈ A,m ≤ n′ ≤ m′ ≤ n, (8)

where (m’ - n’ - 1) indicates that there are (m’ - n’ - 1)
reliable bits between the m’th and the n’th unreliable bits.
In (8), the cost CII can be minimized by maximizing (m’ -
n’ - 1). In Figure 4, CI and CII are calculated in the “The
calculation of retransmission cost for Input_Block“ block,
where Input_Block denotes the block which is the input of
the calculation of retransmission cost. In other words, CI

and CII represent two options to treat the entire block:
retransmission without division and retransmission with
division. For the option in (7), (m’ - n’ - 1) reliable bits are
not retransmitted, as the entire block which is from the
mth to the nth bits is divided into the left and right two
sub-blocks which include the mth to the n’th bits and the
m’th to the nth bits respectively. Let BLeft and BRight

denotes the left sub-block and the right sub-block, respec-
tively. As shown in Figure 4, a decision whether it is worth
to divide a block into two sub-blocks is made by evaluat-
ing the cost between the two options. We select the option
with a smaller cost, which can be represented by min(CI,
CII). If the division is decided, push BRight into a stack and
then let Input_Block = BLeft; otherwise, output the starting
index and length of the block, then pop the next block
from the stack for the next iteration. For initialization, let
Input_Block = A in the first-run. Our recursive algorithm
keeps running until the stack is empty. The starting index
and length of each retransmission block are broadcasted
in the feedback channel. The difference between our
method and the one proposed in [3] is that our method
compares the cost between the entire block retransmission
and a block division retransmission excluding maximum
reliable bits at each iteration instead of calculating the
retransmission cost of every possible block division. When
many unreliable bits uniformly scatter over the packet, the
method proposed in [3] which calculates the retransmis-
sion cost of every possible sub-block will take a great deal
of effort. In that case, the proposed recursive algorithm

Figure 3 Unreliable decoded bits in a 16-bit packet.
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will converge to the final feedback request strategy solu-
tion after only few iterations, so our method is more easy
to apply.

3.3. IDMA in partial packet recovery
The proposed IDMA-based partial packet recovery
method is activated only if the received packet is
detected to have the CRC error. The relay assists the
source to retransmit the partial packets with IDMA
when the proposed scheme is activated. In the case of
multiple packet partial recovery, multiple relays apply
the IDMA method to transmit the multiple partial
packets to the destination for the recovery. In Figure 1,
the IDMA partial packet receiver applies the asynchro-
nous iterative chip-by-chip MUD to decode the multi-
ple partial packets from the multiple relays. The log
likelihood ratio (LLR) output from the asynchronous
iterative chip-by-chip MUD is given as follows:

LLR[xRu(j)] =
2
√
HRuDPRu{yIIID (j) − E[ηRu(j)]}

Var[ηRu(j)]
, (9)

where

E[ηRu(j)] = E[yIIID (j)] − √
HRuDPRuE[xRu(j − du)], (10)

Var[ηRu(j)] = Var[yIIID (j)] − HRuDPRuVar[xRu(j − du)],(11)

E[yIIID (j)] =
K∑
u=1

√
HRuDPRuE[xRu(j − du)], (12)

and

Var[yIIID (j)] =
K∑
u=1

HRuDPRuVar[xRu(j − du)] + σ 2. (13)

Equation (9) detects the signal from the uth relay in
the multiple packets signal {yIIID (j)}. Equations (10) and
(11) are respectively the mean and variance of the inter-
ference for the received signal from the uth relay. Equa-
tions (12) and (13) are the mean and variance of the
multiple packets signal, respectively. The IDMA MUD
estimates the statistic of the interference iteratively. The
update rule for estimation in each iteration for the uth
partial packet is given by:

E(xRu(j − du)) =
{
tanh( IMUD(xRu(j−du)

2 ), if 1 ≤ j − du ≤ I(u),
0, otherwise;

(14)

Var(xRu(j − du)) =
{
1 − E2(xRu(j − du)), if 1 ≤ j − du ≤ I(u),
0, otherwise, (15)

where IMUD(xRu(j - du)) represents the a priori infor-
mation provided by the decoder of repetition code for
MUD in the IDMA receiver. According to Equation (3),
the uth relay retransmits the requested partial packet
for source u and the length of the partial packets is I(u),
which can be different for different u. From Equations
(9) to (15), it can be seen that the proposed scheme can
handle multiple partial packets with different block
lengths simultaneously.

4. Applicability to cognitive radio networks
In this section, we apply the proposed protocol to the
cognitive radio network context, and describe an
optional enhancement that can be deployed by second-
ary users in cognitive radio networks to increase their
transmission opportunities at the cost of higher trans-
mission power. In general, cognitive radio networks
have two different classes of users: primary users and
secondary users. The secondary users are required not
to affect the performance of primary users when they
coexist in the network with the primary users. The sec-
ondary users have to sense the licensed spectrum to dis-
cover spectrum holes and avoid interfering with primary
users. It is expected that with appropriate incentive
mechanisms, the secondary users can be incentivized to
perform as relays for primary users’ ARQ retransmission
[20]. For example, the secondary users, by giving assis-
tance, can enable the primary users to release the spec-
trum more quickly, thus making more transmission
opportunities available to themselves in return.
Our cooperative partial packet recovery model, as illu-

strated in Figure 1, is geared towards this cognitive

Figure 4 Flow chart of the recursive algorithm.
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radio network context, in which the destination D is an
access point that both the primary users and secondary
users hope to access. S1 and S2 are two primary users,
and R1 and R2 are two secondary users. R1 and R2 trans-
mit their data to D only when S1 and S2 are not trans-
mitting over the spectrum. To be consistent with the
assumption in Section 2, R1 and R2 are known to be the
best relay for S1 and S2 respectively. In this article, there
is no intention to develop a protocol involving incentive
strategies and relay selection algorithms, and in this sec-
tion we focus on the application of the proposed partial
packet recovery under the assumption that the best sec-
ondary user is known. One example of the secondary
user selection scheme is proposed in [20].
As we stated in Section 3.2, the proposed feedback

request strategy may be required for either the whole
packet retransmission or the several parts of packet
retransmission. It depends on the cost evaluation of
retransmission. As it is of interest to the relays, which
are secondary users under the cognitive radio network
context, to reduce the retransmission time for coopera-
tion, we propose that the relays can first segment the
primary user data into layers and superimpose these
layers using IDM for retransmission. In this way, the
secondary users can adopt the hybrid retransmission
strategy, in which IDM is applied when the proposed
feedback request strategy is that the whole packet is
required to be retransmitted. It is known that IDM fea-
tures high spectral efficiency and flexible rate adaptation
[21]. An IDM-based ARQ protocol is an efficient
scheme for supporting multiple QoS requirements in
the point to point communication systems [22]. Let
bSkRu denotes the kth primary user’s data sequence
received by the uth cooperative secondary user, Ru. To
improve spectral efficiency, Ru partitions bSkRu into sev-
eral equal-length data sequences represented as
bkul, l = 1, . . . ,Nu

layer, where Nu
layer is the number of layers.

We call each bkul as a layer. Each layer is first coded with
a repetition code with length LuS, subsequently inter-
leaved with a layer-specific interleaver. The result is
then modulated by BPSK to produce what we denote as
x̂kul(j). The multiple layers are linearly superimposed into
the transmitted signal
XRu = {xRu(j)}, j = 1, 2, . . . , LuS × Lulayer, where Lulayer is the
length of each layer’s data, LuS is the length of the repeti-
tion code. xRu(j) is given by:

xRu(j) =
1√
Nu

layer

Nu
layer∑
l=1

x̂kul(j). (16)

We can rewrite (3) with (16) to re-express the
received signal at D at different time index j as:

yIIID (j) =
K∑
u=1

Nu
layer∑
l=1

√
HRuDP

u
IDM

Nu
layer

x̂kul(j − du) + nIIID (j), (17)

where Pu
IDM denotes the transmit power for IDM at Ru.

Let VD :=
∑K

u=1 N
u
layer. With VD different chip-level ran-

dom interleavers, the receiver structure in the IDM
scheme is similar to the one in the IDMA system. It is
clear that the received signal yIIID (j) can be viewed as a
signal with VD virtual layers. The destination receiver
can apply an IDMA iterative MUD to retrieve the

relayed primary users’ data. Let v ← Nu−1
layer + l denotes

the global index identifying the lth layer from Ru,
l = 1, 2, . . . ,Nu

layer, l = 1, 2, . . . ,Nu
layer, u = 1, 2, . . . , K.

Equation (17) can be remodeled as:

yIIID (j) =
VD∑
v=1

Cv
IDMx̂

k
v(j − τv) + nIIID (j), (18)

where Cv
IDM :=

√
HRu DP

u
IDM

Nu
layer

, and τv denotes the delay of

the vth layer. All layers from Ru have the same τv that
equals du. Similar to (9), the LLR’s about the vth layer’s
chips {x̂kv(j)} are given by:

LLR(x̂kv(j)) =
2Cv

IDM{yIIID (j) − E[ηk
v(j)]}

Var[ηk
v(j)]

, (19)

where ηk
v(j) denotes the inter-layer interference.

E[ηk
v(j)] =

∑VD
v′=1,v′ �=v E[x̂

k
v , (j − τv′)] and

Var[ηk
v(j)] =

∑VD
v′=1,v′ �=v Var[x̂

k
v, (j − τv′)] + σ 2. The chip-

level LLR LLR[x̂kv(j)] can generate the bit-level LLR value

LLR[bkul] during iterations. Hard decisions are made on

LLR[bkul] after the last iteration. Finally, All layers’
decoded bits are reassembled for recovering bSkRu.
The secondary users are concerned about how much

transmit energy is left for their own data after they have
participated in cooperative retransmission. To measure
this factor in Section 5, we define an energy ratio

ES :=
(Ttotal−LuS×Lulayer)PRu

Ttotal
, where Ttotal represents the dura-

tion of an entire packet. In our scheme, the secondary
users are able to flexibly configure the IDM transmis-
sion parameters, such as Nu

layer, L
u
S and Pu

IDM. In this case,
our scheme provides the secondary users another degree
of freedom to keep the quality of cooperative service for
the primary users.

5. Simulation and numerical results
To illustrate the validity of the proposed scheme, the
following simulation is set up. Two sources, one destina-
tion, and two relays constitute a wireless network. The
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channels between the nodes in the network are quasi-
static flat Rayleigh fading channels. The length of a data
packet is 128 bits. The frame length is 1024 chips. It is
assumed that there is no channel coding except the
repetition code which is inevitably integrated with inter-
leavers in the IDMA transmitter. The length of repeti-
tion code is 8. The number of iterations at the IDMA
MUD receiver is 10. The thermal noise power is -70
dBm. The path loss exponent is set to be 4. The dis-
tance between the two sources and the destination is
fixed at 100 m. Let Bcorrect denotes the total number of
correctly received bits in the whole transmission, BT is
the total number of transmit bits by the sources and
relays, and Bfeedback is the total number of bits for feed-
back request in partial packet recovery. For the perfor-
mance’s comparison, we define the throughput of the

traditional ACK/NACK ARQ scheme as Bcorrect
BT

. And the

throughput of our relay-assisted IDMA partial retrans-

mission scheme as Bcorrect
BT+Bfeedback

, where Bfeedback includes all

information describing which set of bits are requested
for retransmission. In both cases, other overhead bits
for the ACK/NACK messages are ignored. Let Nretx

denotes the maximum number of retransmissions.
There are two types of curves provided in our simula-
tion: one is the upper bound of throughput for the pro-
posed scheme; the other is the throughput where the
threshold method in Section 3.1 is adopted for UBD.
The upper bound curves assume that the unreliable bits
are perfectly detected so that the destination has a per-
fect knowledge of the erroneous bits’ positions in the
packet. In the simulation, for the unreliable bit detection
threshold, we use the values listed in Table 2 under dif-
ferent transmit powers on the channel between the
sources and the destination. All values of threshold in
Table 2 are obtained by accumulative simulations fol-
lowing the approach in [3] as follows: The threshold is
selected by finding a confidence value that is lower than
the confidence values of a majority (70%-80%) of the
correctly decoded bits and higher than the confidence
values of a majority (70%-80%) of the incorrectly
decoded bits as seen in the accumulative simulation
results. In addition, in the simulation, the two relays are
located in the middle of the respective sources and the
destination.
Figure 5 shows the improvement in the throughput

with the IDMA relay-assisted partial packet recovery.

The horizontal axis PT denotes the transmit power of
sources and relays. It can be seen that the proposed
scheme has an advantage over the traditional ARQ with
whole packet retransmission. When the transmit power
is 10 dBm, the proposed scheme has a throughput
increase of 28%, compared to traditional ARQ. When
the transmit power is 5 dBm, the proposed scheme has
a throughput increase of at least 55% . There is a perfor-
mance loss compared to the performance upper bound
because there can be errors in detection of the unreli-
able bits using the confidence threshold.
In Figure 6, we show the PER performance of the pro-

posed scheme versus the number of retransmissions
allowed. It is shown in Figure 6 that the proposed
scheme has about 8 dBm gains on transmit power com-
pared to the traditional ARQ in the case that PER is
0.01. Compared with the throughput performance
shown in Figure 5, when the maximum number of
retransmission Nretx is increased from 1 to 2, the PER
performance is improved while the throughput remains
almost the same. That is, the increment in Nretx

enhances the reliability of packet delivery, but there is
no impact on the throughput because the system has to
spend the extra time to transmit the packet successfully.
The use of cooperative transmission in traditional

ARQ will clearly also improve the throughput. In Figure
7, we compare the throughput of traditional cooperative
CDMA-based ARQ with the throughput of our pro-
posed scheme under the same setting. Figure 7 shows
that our scheme still outperforms the traditional coop-
erative CDMA-based ARQ.
In order to show the applicability of the proposed

scheme to cognitive radio networks, we simulate the
proposed scheme in the cognitive radio network scenar-
ios. Under this scenarios, we also provide the through-
put performance of the traditional ARQ scheme based
on CDMA for comparison. In the simulation, the sec-
ondary users are allowed to transmit only when the pri-
mary users have finished their data transmissions and
retransmissions. We assume that the secondary users
can perfectly sense available spectrums, and that the
cooperative secondary users’ transmit power is the same
as the primary users’. Figure 8 shows that, in the cogni-
tive radio networks, the proposed scheme has through-
put gains compared to the traditional ARQ scheme.
When the transmit power of both the primary user and
the secondary user is 5 dBm, the throughput gain is
about 41%. These gains are obtained by cooperative
retransmission and multiple partial packets recovery.
The secondary users acting as relays can provide spatial
diversity so that reliability of packet delivery increases.
The IDMA-based partial packet recovery can save time
for multiple packets’ retransmission. Figure 8 shows

Table 2 Selected confidence value thresholds in the
simulations.

Transmit power (dBm) 0 5 10 15 20 25

Threshold T(×10-5) 2.6 3 4.5 8 12.6 21
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that, similar to what is observed in Figure 5, in the low
transmit power region, the throughput performance of
the proposed scheme is close to the upper-bound.
As discussed in Section 4, when retransmitting the

whole packet, the secondary users can optionally use
IDM to reduce the retransmission time. Hence, on the
other hand, to maintain certain quality of service

requirement from the primary users when using IDM,
the secondary users have to increase transmit power to
compensate for the power spread over the multiple
layers. Therefore, there is a tradeoff problem, and to
address the above problem, we first need to find the
proper IDM parameter setting, because the different
IDM parameter values can affect the PER performance

Figure 5 Throughput performance of IDMA-based partial packet recovery. PT denotes the transmit power of sources and relays. The
distance between the sources to the destination is 100 meters. The distance between the relays to the destination is 50 meters.

Figure 6 PER performance of IDMA-based partial packet recovery. PT denotes the transmit power of sources and relays.
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of the retransmitted packets and the energy ratio ES as
defined at the end of Section 4. In Figure 9, we show
the PER performance under different parameter values:
transmit power, the number of layers, and the length of

the repetition code. In Figure 9, each distinct marker
denotes a given IDM transmit power Pu

IDM, and each dis-
tinct line style denotes a given setting of Nu

layer and LuS,

represented in the form of (Nu
layer, L

u
S) in the figure; for

Figure 7 Comparison of throughput performance with relays. The distance between the sources to the destination is 100 meters. The
distance between the relays to the destination is 50 meters.

Figure 8 Throughput performance of IDMA-based cooperative partial packet recovery in the cognitive radio network. The distance
between the secondary users and the destination is 50 meters. Nretx = 1.
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example, (2, 8) in Figure 9 means Nu
layer = 2 and LuS = 8.

The scheme that moves closer to the right-bottom of
Figure 9 gives a better performance. This means that
the secondary users can transmit data with a lower PER,
while they spend less transmit energy for the coopera-
tion. It is shown that scheme (4, 8) and scheme (8, 16)
can result in the desirable performance when
Pu
IDM = 35 dBm. For scheme (4, 8),

ES =
(1024−8×32)×35

1024 = 26.25(mJ). Compared to scheme

(8, 16), scheme (4, 8) divides data into more layers but
uses shorter repetition codes. Moreover, scheme (4, 8)
and scheme (8, 16) have similar PER performances with
the same ES. Hence, we focus on scheme (4, 8) in the
simulation in Figure 10.
Figure 10 shows that throughput gain can be achieved

by only increasing the transmit power for the whole
packet retransmission when the secondary users use the
hybrid strategy for retransmission. Therefore, our pro-
posed scheme can be considered as a power saving
cooperative strategy for the secondary users. In Figure
10, the horizontal axis PT denotes the power values of
both the primary users’ transmission and the secondary
users’ partial packet retransmission, and let PW denotes
the transmit power for the whole packet retransmission.
In the case of the IDM-based whole packet retransmis-
sion, PW is equivalent to Pu

IDM. The dotted line in the
figure shows the throughput performance in the case
where the secondary users use an equal transmit power

for both the IDM-based whole packet and partial packet
retransmission. The other lines indicate the throughput
performance when the transmit power during whole
packet retransmission is increased by the step of 5 dBm
over the transmit power during partial packet retrans-
mission. Figure 10 shows that the throughput perfor-
mance of the proposed scheme can be further improved
by adjusting the power used during the whole packet
retransmission relative to the power used during partial
packet retransmission. Figure 10 also shows that when
the transmit power during whole packet retransmission
is increased to 15 dBm to 25 dBm above the transmit
power during partial packet retransmission, no further
improvement can be gained.

6. Conclusion
A relay-assisted partial-packet-recovery scheme using
IDMA is proposed in this article. We use relays to pro-
vide diversity gain for retransmitting partial packets.
The relay-assisted partial packet recovery is activated
only when errors are detected in the received packet at
the destination. In our scheme, multiple relays can assist
to recover multiple source packets using IDMA. The
asynchronous IDMA iterative chip-by-chip MUD is
used by the destination to decode the multiple partial
packets. Further, we adopt the concept of confidence
value for the detection of unreliable bits in a packet,
and the threshold detection method is introduced. To
minimize the feedback request overhead, we design a

Figure 9 PER performance for different IDM settings by secondary users. Each distinct marker denotes a given IDM transmit power Pu
IDM,

each distinct line style denotes a given setting of Nu
layer and L

u
S, represented in the form of (Nu

layer, L
u
S) in the figure; for example, (2, 8)

means Nu
layer = 2 and LuS = 8. The distance between the secondary users and the destination is 50 meters.
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recursive algorithm based on cost evaluation to deter-
mine the retransmission strategy. Simulation results
demonstrate the performance improvement of the pro-
posed scheme over the traditional ARQ in wireless
CDMA networks. Results also show that our proposed
scheme performs close to the throughput upper bound.
Compared to traditional ARQ, the proposed scheme has
a throughput increase of approximately 28% when the
transmit power is 10 dBm and at least 55% when the
transmit power is 5 dBm. In addition, we discuss the
applicability of our scheme to cognitive radio networks,
and show that the proposed scheme still outperforms
the traditional ARQ in the cognitive radio network con-
text. The throughput gain is about 41% when the trans-
mit powers of both the primary user and the secondary
user are 5 dBm. Moreover, the throughput performance
of the proposed scheme can be further enhanced when
the secondary users apply IDM to retransmit the whole
packet.

Endnote
aFor example, due to the hidden terminal problem.
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